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Abstract
In this paper, we provide theoretical results to show
that compressed learning, learning directly in the
compressed domain, is possible. In Particular, we
provide tight bounds demonstrating that the linear
kernel SVM’s classifier in the measurement domain, with high probability, has true accuracy close
to the accuracy of the best linear threshold classifier in the data domain. We show that this is
beneficial both from the compressed sensing and
the machine learning points of view. Furthermore,
we indicate that for a family of well-known compressed sensing matrices, compressed learning is
universal, in the sense that learning and classification in the measurement domain works provided
that the data are sparse in some, even unknown,
basis. Moreover, we show that our results are also
applicable to a family of smooth manifold-learning
tasks. Finally, we support our claims with experimental results.

1

Introduction

A general strategy for tackling many machine learning and
signal processing problems is first transforming from the data
domain to some appropriate measurement domain, and then
perform the filtering or classification task in the measurement domain. Examples are transformation to the Fourier
domain followed by low pass filtering, or kernel methods
[1, 2] to go to higher domains and then use linear classification techniques. In many applications, the data can be
represented as a sparse vector in a much higher dimensional
space. Examples are images in the wavelet domain [3, 4],
bag of words models for text classification and natural language processing [5, 6], sensor networks and wireless communication [7], and data streaming [8] . In this paper we
show that whenever data have sparse representation, even in
some unknown basis, compressed sensing can be used as an
efficient one-to-one transform, preserving the learnability of
the problem while bypassing the computational curse of dimensionality.
Compressed sensing [9, 10] is a novel and efficient data
acquisition technique whenever the data are sparse in a high
dimensional space. The idea is to replace the traditional
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pointwise sampling with linear measurements, and postpone
the measurement and compression cost until recovery time.
More precisely, define a signal to be k-sparse if it has k nonzero entries. Note that the position of these non-zero entries
are totally unknown, and two k-sparse signals can totally differ at the position of their non-zero entries. The only information about a k-sparse signal is that it has only k non-zero
entries.
The goal of compressed sensing is then to provide an m×
n measurement matrix A, with the number of measurements
m as small as possible, together with a recovery algorithm
∆ such that for any k-sparse signal x ∈ Rn , ∆ can recover
x from its measurement b = Ax.
As a result, compressed sensing provides an efficient transform to the measurement domain, while the recovery algorithm provides a way to return to the data domain;
However, in many applications we would like to manipulate the data in the measurement domain. For instance,
in radar applications, reconstruction of a signal from sensor
data is not the ultimate goal. Rather one wishes to evaluate a
function of the signal that, for example, indicates whether or
not the signal is consistent with a target signature. This needs
pattern recognition directly in the measurement domain.
Another application of classification in the measurement
domain is the data streaming problem in which compressed
sensing hardwares, such as single pixel cameras [11], send
compressed images to a central server with a high domain.
The server, on the other hand, is only interested in a few
types of signals with special patterns such as alarms and
anomalies. The anomaly can be detected easily in the data
domain based on changes at the wavelet coefficients; hence,
we would like to be able to find these patterns directly in the
compressed domain. Other applications are face detection
[12, 13], and video streaming [14]. Also, in the bag of words
model for natural language processing and text classification
[5, 6], data has a sparse representation for which linear kernel SVM’s are known to work well [15].
Being able to learn in the compressed domain is beneficial both in the compressed sensing and the machine learning
points of view. From the compressed sensing view-point, it
eliminates the abundant cost of recovering irrelevant data;
in other words, classification in the measurement domain is
like a sieve and makes it possible to only recover the desired signals, or even remove the recovery phase totally, if
we are only interested in the results of classification. This
is like finding a needle in a compressively sampled haystack

without recovering all the hays. From the machine learning
view-point, compressed sensing can be regarded as efficient
universal sparse dimensionality reduction from the data domain in Rn to the measurement domain Rm where m ≪ n.
The curse of dimensionality can be a big obstacle in machine
learning threatening the accuracy and computation time of
the classification task. Consequently, if the linear projection preserves the structure of the instance space and hence
learnability, it can be used as a way to reduce the cost of the
learning process perceptibly, while preserving the accuracy
of the trained classifier approximately.
In this paper, we show using appropriate compressed sensing matrices, that if the data are approximately linearly separable in a high dimensional space, and the data has sparse
representation even is some unknown basis, then compressed
sensing approximately preserves the linear separability, and
hence learnability. In other words, we provide theoretical
bounds guaranteeing that if the data is measured directly in
the compressed domain, a soft margin SVM’s classifier that
is trained based on the compressed data performs almost as
well as the best possible classifier in the high domain. This
is the first theoretical result for SVM’s in measurement domain.
Previously Blum [16], and Balcan, Blum, and Vempala
[17] used the idea of data-dependent linear projections for dimensionality reduction via the Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma
[18]; however, our results differ from those due to the following reasons. First, we provide one-to-one measurements,
and as a result, data only needs to be measured in the compressed domain. There is no need to measure the data in the
high dimensional domain, since we can recover the appropriate data directly later. This also reduces the amount of
required storage extensively. The second difference is that
we provide tight bounds on the hinge loss of the classifier
in the low dimensional domain, in contrast to previous work
which provides looser bounds on the performance of a projected classifier from high dimensions and not for the SVM’s
classifier in the low dimensional domain. Generally, it may
be hard to find that classifier directly in the measurement domain without any access to the high dimensional domain.
Especially if data is only approximately linearly separable,
which is more realistic, those analyses totally ignore the nonseparable fraction of the data which may affect the performance of the final SVM’s classifier and the corresponding
optimization program. Finally, our analysis is different and
is based on the convex hinge loss instead of the high level
margin loss.
In contrast to the previous work, the number of measurements in our work does not depend on the size of the
training examples, it only has dependence on the sparsity k,
and has logarithmic dependence on the dimension of the data
domain n, which allows our dimensionality reduction techniques to scale up well, independent of the number of the
training. Also, it is known that any matrix satisfying the
Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma also satisfies the near isometry property required for compressed learning [19]. However, the reverse is not true: there are some matrices, such as
random Fourier matrices, that satisfy the near isometry property of compressed sensing, known as the restricted isometry
property, but they do not satisfy the Johnson-Lindenstrauss

lemma; consequently, the results provided in this paper are
more general.
Most of the previous work on using compressed sensing in machine learning is either experimental [12, 13], or it
focuses on clustering and the principle component analysis
problem [20, 21], or only deals with lazy classification algorithms such as nearest neighborhood classifiers [22]. In this
paper, we provide tight PAC-style bounds relating the performance of the linear-kernel SVM’s classifier in the measurement domain to the data domain. Although our analysis
is only for linear kernel, it is consistent, and can be adapted
with the method of Blum et. al [16] for building explicit
feature spaces from the similarity functions. The reason is
that for well-designed similarity functions, the explicit feature space of Blum et. al, is only based on the similarity of
the new example with the training set, and hence, has sparse
representation. Finally, we provide experimental results supporting our main theorems.
As a final remark, we emphasize that although most SVM’s
optimization algorithms exploit sparsity, in reality, managing
very high-dimensional sparse data is a challenging problem,
and in fact, the final goal of compressed sensing in general,
and compressed learning is to remove this difficulty. Moreover, in Section 6 we show that compressed learning is possible even if the only knowledge we have is that data is sparse
even in some unknown basis. Of course, in this case the data
domain may not be sparse at all.
The organization of the remaining of the paper is as follows: Section 2 introduces the notations used in the paper.
Section 2.1 reviews the SVM’s classifiers and their properties need in this paper. Section 3 defines the compressed
learning problem and its benefits and advantages in details,
especially its universality with respect to unknown bases.
Section 4 provides a generalized near isometry property required as a key lemma in this paper. Then Section 5 proves
the main theorem of this paper, demonstrating that compressed
sensing is theoretically possible, and the SVM’s classifier in
the measurement domain works approximately as well as the
best classifier in the data domain. Section 7 provides experimental results supporting the claims in this paper. Section 8
concludes the paper.

2

Notations

In this paper, we assume that all the data are vectors in Rn ,
k-sparse, and their ℓ2 norm is bounded by some parameter R.
Throughout the paper, we show vectors with bold symbols.
Hence, the instance space X is:

X = {(x, y) : x ∈ Rn , ||x||0 ≤ k, ||x||2 ≤ R, y ∈ {−1, 1}} ,

which we call the data domain. Let Am×n be the linear measurement matrix used in compressed sensing. We define the
measurement domain M as:
M = {(Ax, y) : (x, y) ∈ X } .
In other words, M is a compressed representation of X . We
always show data in data domain with bold vectors like x,
and in measurement domain with Ax.
We assume D is some unknown distribution over X , and
S = h(x1 , y1 ), · · · , (xM , yM )i

is a set of M labeled examples iid from D. Since A is a oneto-one mapping from X to M, the measurement domain has
the same probability distribution D as the data domain, and
AS = h(Ax1 , y1 ), · · · , (AxM , yM )i

where
∀i : 0 ≤ αi ≤
and

kwk2 ≤ C.

is the compressed representation of

S = h(x1 , y1 ), · · · , (xM , yM )i.

Proof: The optimization problem of Equation (1) can be
written as

Finally, note that any linear threshold classifier w(x),
corresponds to a vector w ∈ Rn , such that

w(x) = sign w⊤ x .

2.1 Soft Margin SVM’s Classifiers
Structural risk minimization (SRM) [23, 24] is an inductive
principle for model selection used for learning from finite
training datasets, in order to prevent the problem of overfitting to the training examples. Support vector machines
(SVM’s) [25, 2, 23] form a linear threshold classifier with
maximum margin and consistent with the training examples.
As mentioned before, any linear threshold classifier w(x) 
corresponds to a vector w ∈ Rn such that w(x) = sign w⊤ x ;
as a result, in this paper we mention the linear threshold classifiers with their corresponding vectors. Also for simplicity
we only focus on classifiers passing through the origin. The
results can be simply extended to the general case.
Whenever the training examples are not linearly separable soft margin SVM’s are used. The idea is to simultaneously maximize the margin and minimize the empirical
hinge loss. More precisely let
H(x) = max{0, 1 + x},

and h(x1 , y1 ), · · · , (xM , yM )i be a set of M labeled instances
sampled i.i.d from some distribution D. For any linear classifier w ∈ Rn we define its true hinge loss as
⊤

HD (w) = E(x,y)∼D [1 − yw x],

1
minimize kwk2 +
2

C
M

∀ i : ξi
∀ i : ξi

≥
≥

w−

be a set of M examples chosen i.i.d from some distribution
D, and let w be the SVM’s classifier obtained by minimizing
Equation (1). Then
w=

M
X
i=1

αi yi xi ,

(2)

0
1 − yi w ⊤ xi

M
X

αi yi xi = 0,

i=1

C
− αi − ηi = 0,
M
∀ i : αi ≥ 0, ηi ≥ 0.
Hence, the dual program is
∀ i :

maximize

M
X
i=1

αi −

M
1 X
αi αj yi yj xi ⊤ xj such that:
2 i,j=1

∀ i : 0 ≤ αi ≤

C
M

Now the duality theorem implies:
1
kwk2
2

≤
=

M
1
C X
kwk2 +
ξi
2
M i=1

M
X
i=1

=
Hence

S = h(x1 , y1 ), · · · , (xM , yM )i

ξi such that:

i=1

M
M
M
X
X
1
C X
kwk2 +
ηi ξi
αi (1 − yi wT .xi − ξi ) −
ξi +
2
M i=1
i=1
i=1
(3)
The KKT conditions are

ĤS (w) = E(xi ,yi )∼S [1 − yi w⊤ xi ].

Theorem 2.1 Let

M
X

We form the Lagrangian of the above optimization problem
by linearly combining the objective function and the constraints L(w, ξ, α, η) =

and its empirical hinge loss

We also define the true regularization loss of a classifier w
as
1
L(w) = HD (w) +
kwk2 ,
2C
and the empirical regularization loss
1
L̂(w) = ĤS (w) +
kwk2 .
(1)
2C
Soft margin SVM’s then minimize the empirical regularization loss which is a convex optimization program.
The following Theorem is a direct consequence of the
convex duality, and we provide its proof for completeness.

C
M

M
X

αi −

M
1 X
αi αj yi yj xi ⊤ xj
2 i,j=1

1
1
αi − kwk2 ≤ C − kwk2 .
2
2
i=1
kwk2 ≤ C.

We denote any classifier in high dimensional space by w,
and any classifier in the low dimensional space by z. Let w∗
be the classifier in the data domain that minimizes the true
regularization loss in the data domain, i.e.
.
w∗ = argw min L(w),
(4)

and let z ∗ be the classifier in the measurement domain that
minimizes the true regularization loss in the measurement
domain, i.e.
.
z ∗ = argz min L(z).
(5)
Also let ŵS be the soft margin classifier trained with a training set S in the data domain, i.e.
.
ŵS = argw min L̂S (w),
and similarly ẑ AS is the soft margin classifier trained with
the compressed training set AS in the measurement domain:
.
ẑ AS = argz min L̂AS (z).
Finally, let AŵS be the classifier in the measurement domain obtained by projecting ŵS from the data domain to the
measurement domain. Although we may not be able to find
AŵS directly from the data in the measurement domain, we
use it in the analysis to show that ẑ AS has true loss almost
the same as the best classifier in the data domain. Note that
L(Aw∗ ) is :

The main result of this paper states that, if the dataset is
compressively sampled and hence is directly presented in the
measurement domain, then with high probability, the SVM’s
classifier trained over the training set has generalization error close to the generalization error of the best classifier in
the data domain. We use a hybrid argument to prove this
claim. We show that if we project the SVM’s classifier of the
data domain to the measurement domain, because of the the
near-isometry property of the compressed sensing, the generalization error of the resulting classifier is close to the generalization error of the SVM’s classifier in the data domain.
Of course, it may not be possible to find this projected classifier directly using the compressed data; however, we show
that the SVM’s classifier trained on the compressed training
data in the measurement domain, has also generalization error close to the error of the intermediate, projected classifier.
Figure 1 shows the hybrid argument used to prove the accuracy of the SVM’s classifier in measurement domain.



1
kAw∗ k2 .
E(x,y)∼ D H 1 − y(Aw∗ )⊤ (Ax) +
2C
To provide tight bounds on the performance of the SVM’s
classifier ẑ AS in the measurement domain, we perform the
following oracle analysis [26]: We assume there is some
good low-norm predictor w0 ∈ Rn which achieves a good
generalization error (expected hinge loss) of HD (w0 ) and
has norm kw0 k2 . On the other hand, we only receive the examples compressively, i.e. in the measurement domain; We
train an SVM’s classifier ẑ AS by minimizing the empirical
regularization loss L̂AS . In the following sections we show
that, for a family of well-known matrices used in compressed
sensing, this SVM’s classifier has true hinge loss close to
hinge loss of the good classifier w0 (x) in the high dimensional space.

3

Compressed Learning

Compressed learning is learning directly in the measurement
domain. Without paying the cost of recovering back the data
to the high dimensional data domain. We show that compressed learning with soft margin SVM’s classifiers is possible. This means that if the instances are provided directly
in the measurement domain, the soft margin SVM’s classifier trained with compressively sampled training data has
almost the same performance as the best possible classifier
in high dimensional space; therefore, that we do not need to
recover the training examples, and since there exist efficient
compressed sensing devices capable of sensing data directly
in the measurement domain, the total classification task can
be done in the measurement domain. In addition to recovery time preserving, compressed learning with soft margin
SVM’s has another advantage. It eliminates the computational cost of learning in high dimensional domain, which
might be costly if the dimension of the data domain is very
high, and the data is sparse in some other, even unknown,
basis. As a result, the capability of classifying the data in the
measurement domain, is equivalent to bypassing the computational curse of dimensionality of learning in the data domain.

Figure 1: The hybrid argument proves that the SVM’s classifier in the measurement domain has generalization regularization loss close to the loss of the best classifier in the data
domain.
Note that we only use the classifier AŵS in our hybrid
analysis. Generally, it may not be easy to find this classifier
directly in the measurement domain without first recovering
the examples, then finding the SVM’s classifier in high domain, and finally projecting it back to the measurement domain.
The following Theorem is the main result of this paper.
We prove the theorem in Section 5.
Theorem 3.1 (Compressed Learning) Let Am × n be the
compressed sensing matrix, which acts as a near-isometry
on any 2k-sparse vector. That is for any 2k-sparse vector
x ∈ Rn :
(1 − ǫ)kxk2 ≤ kAxk2 ≤ (1 + ǫ)kxk2 .

Let
AS = h(Ax1 , y1 ), · · · , (AxM , yM )i

be i.i.d instances,compressively sampled from some distribution D, and ẑ AS be the soft-margin SVM’s trained on AS.
Also let w0 be the best linear classifier in the data domain,
with low Hinge loss, and large margin (hence small kw0 k2 ).
Then with probability 1 − 2δ over AS:
s

!
1/δ )
log
(
||w0 ||2 R2 ǫ +
.
HD (ẑ AS ) ≤ HD (w0 )+O
M
This bound states that the r
deviation of the hinge loss of


1
ẑ AS from H(w0 ) is at most O
||w0 ||2 R2 ǫ + log(M/δ) .

In case of using projection, and hence complete isometry
(ǫ = 0), this bound agrees with the results of the data-laden
analysis provided by [26]. On the other hand, if the space
dimension n is extremely large, which is the main assumption in compressed sensing, we are efficiently reducing
√ the
dimensionality to O(k log n) while only imposing O( ǫ) error on the performance of the classifier.
Note that if the data are compressively sampled with very
small number of measurements, the distortion factor ǫ becomes large, and hence SVM’s classifier becomes a weak
learner. The performance of the classifier then can be improved using boosting techniques [27]. This is aligned with
the main goal of compressed sensing. We can reduce the
number of required measurement, and then compensate this
by the computational cost of improving the obtained classifier.
Our results can also be extended to the manifold learning
problem. Recently, Baraniuk and Wakin [28], and Hegde,
Wakin and Baraniuk [22] showed that random projections
also satisfy (k, ǫ) property over k-dimensional smooth manifolds in Rn . Hence, the results of Theorem (3.1) are also
valid if the instances lie on a k-dimensional smooth manifold, instead of just being sparse. This means that the SVM’s
classifier, obtained by projecting the manifold to the compressed domain, acts almost as well as the SVM’s classifier
in the data domain.

• Gaussian distribution : N (0, 1), or

• Bernoulli distribution : U(−1, 1),

and m = Ω (k log(n/k)) then except with probability e−c(ǫ)m ,
A satisfies the restricted isometry property with parameters
(k, ǫ).
Throughout this paper, we assume A is a linear measurement
matrix satisfying (k, ǫ)-RIP.
We plan to show that the regularization error of the SVM’s
classifier is preserved by projection. Since SVM’s classifier
is a linear combination of support vectors, we have to show
that a near isometry property also holds for linear combinations of the sparse vectors. Our first theorem shows that if a
matrix satisfies RIP, the inner product between linear combinations of arbitrary sparse signals is also approximately
preserved by linear projection, up to an additive constant.
SVM’s classification is based on the inner product of the
classifier and the example. At the first step, we show that
if a matrix satisfies (2k, ǫ)-RIP, then not only the ℓ2 norm,
but also the inner product between any two k-sparse vector
is approximately preserved. This property is also provided
in [32]:
Lemma 4.2 Let Am×n be the measurement matrix satisfying (2k, ǫ)-RIP , and x, x′ be two k-sparse vectors in Rn ,
such that kxk2 ≤ R, kx′ k2 ≤ R. Then
(1 + ǫ)xT .x′ − 2R2 ǫ ≤ (Ax)⊤ (Ax′ ).

Proof: Since x, x′ are k-sparse, by triangle inequality their
difference is a 2k-sparse vector. That is:
kx − x′ k0 ≤ kxk0 − kx′ k0 ≤ k + k = 2k.
Hence the restricted isometry property applies to x − x′ :

kA(x − x′ )k2
Also

4

Generalized Restricted Isometry Property

In this section, we show that the regularization loss of the
SVM’s classifier in the data domain does not change so much
by projection to the measurement domain. One class of measurement matrices that are widely used in compressed sensing [29, 10, 30, 31] are the matrices that satisfy the Restricted
Isometry Property [29, 19]:
Definition 1 (Restricted Isometry Property) A m×n sensing matrix A satisfies the restricted isometry property, (k, ǫ)RIP, if it acts as a near-isometry with distortion factor ǫ, over
all k-sparse vectors. In other words, for any k-sparse vector
x ∈ Rn the following near-isometry property holds:
(1 − ǫ)kxk2 ≤ kAxk2 ≤ (1 + ǫ)kxk2 .
The following theorem by Candes and Tao [9], and Baraniuk
et. al [19] shows that a large family of random matrices satisfy the restricted isometry property:
√
Theorem 4.1 If the entries of mA are sampled i.i.d from
either

(6)

≤

≤ (1 + ǫ)kx − x′ k2
=

(7)

(1 + ǫ) kxk + kx k − 2x x .
2

′ 2

⊤

′


(1 − ǫ) kxk2 + kx′ k2 − 2(Ax)⊤ (Ax′ )
kAxk2 + kAx′ k2 − 2(Ax)⊤ (Ax′ )

= kA(x − x′ )k2 .

(8)

Putting Equations (7), and (8) together, and noting that kxk ≤
R, kx′ k ≤ R completes the proof.
Lemma 4.3 Let Am×n be the measurement matrix satisfying (2k, ǫ)-RIP , and x, x′ be two k-sparse vectors in Rn ,
such that kxk2 ≤ R, kx′ k2 ≤ R. Then
(Ax)⊤ (Ax′ ) ≤ (1 − ǫ)x⊤ x′ + 2R2 ǫ.

(9)

Proof: The proof is very similar to the proof of Lemma 4.2.
Since x, x′ are k-sparse x − x′ is 2k-sparse and hence by
RIP property
kA(x − x′ )k2

≥ (1 − ǫ)kx − x′ k2

(10)

= (1 − ǫ) kxk + kx k − 2x .x′ .
2

′ 2

T

Also
kA(x − x′ )k2

(11)

= kAxk2 + kAx′ k2 − 2(Ax)⊤ (Ax′ )

≤ (1 + ǫ) kxk2 + kx′ k2 − 2(Ax)⊤ (Ax′ ).

Now since αi , βj ≥ 0, using Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 we get:

αi βj (Axi )⊤ (Ax′ j ) ≤ αi βj (1 − ǫ)x⊤ x′ + 2R2 ǫ ,

and

Putting Equations (10) and (11) together, and noting that
kxk ≤ R, kx′ k ≤ R completes the proof.


′
2
αi βj (Axi )⊤ (Ax′ j ) ≥ αi βj (1 + ǫ)x⊤
i x j − 2R ǫ .

Putting these into Equation (12), we get:
X
αi βj (Axi )⊤ (Ax′ j )
yi =yj′

So we have shown that the restricted isometry property
approximately preserves the inner product between any two
k-sparse signal. Now we generalize this claim. We show
that the restricted isometry property, also approximately preserves the inner product between any two vectors from the
convex hull of the set of sparse vectors. This is crucial,
because by Theorem 2.1, the normalized SVM’s classifier
√1 ŵS (x) is a member of this convex hull.
C
The following Theorem is a direct consequence of Lemmas 4.2 and4.3, and generalizes the generalized RIP of [32]
to contain the linear combinations and convex hull of sparse
signals:

−
≤
−
=

(x1 , y1 ), · · ·

′
, (x′N , yN
)

+

i=1

β=

N
X

βj yj′ x′j .

Then:

|β ⊤ α − (Aβ)⊤ Aα| ≤ 3CDR2 ǫ.

Proof: It is easy to see that A is a linear projection operator,
and alpha, beta are linear combinations of sparse signals.
So one can spread the inner product, and then use the RIP
property over the inner product of sparse vectors. More precisely, since A is a linear transform, we have:
Aα =

M
X

αi yi (Axi ),

i=1

and
Aβ =

N
X

βj yj′ (Ax′ j ).

j=1

As a result
(Aα)⊤ (Aβ) =

N
M X
X

αi βj yi yj′ (Axi )⊤ (Ax′ j )

i=1 j=1

=

X

αi βj (Axi )⊤ (Ax′ j )

X

αi βj (Axi )⊤ (Ax′ j )

yi =yj′

−

yi 6=yj′

(12)


′
2
αi βj (1 − ǫ)x⊤
i x j + 2R ǫ

yi =yj′

X

yi 6=y ′ j

X


′
2
αi βj (1 + ǫ)x⊤
i x j − 2R ǫ

′
αi βj yi yj′ (x⊤
i x j)

X

′
αi βj ǫ(2R2 + x⊤
i x j)

≤ α⊤ β + 3R2 ǫ

M
X

αi

i=1

≤ α⊤ β + 3R2 CDǫ.

N
X

βj

j=1

The other side of the absolute value,
α⊤ β − 3R2 CDǫ ≤ (Aα)⊤ (Aβ)

can also be proved very similarly.
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j=1

X

yi 6=yj′

i,j

∈ X.

Let α1 , · · · , αM , β1 , · · · , βN be non-negative numbers, such
PM
PN
that i=1 αi ≤ C and j=1 βj ≤ D for some C, D ≥ 0.
Let
M
X
αi yi xi
α=

αi βj (Axi )⊤ (Ax′ j )

i,j

Theorem 4.4 Let Am×n be a matrix satisfying (2k, ǫ)-RIP.
Let M, N be two integers, and
, (xM , yM ), (x′1 , y1′ ), · · ·

X

Compressed Learning is Possible

In this section we show that compressed learning is possible.
We use a hybrid argument to show that the SVM’s classifier in the measurement domain has almost the same performance as the best classifier in data domain. Theorem (2.1)
together with the theory of structural risk minimization implies that if the data were represented in high dimensional
space, the high dimensional SVM’s classifier ŵS had almost
the same performance as the best classifier w0 . Then the
generalized RIP (Theorem 4.4), implies that if we project
the SVM’s classifier ŵS to measurement domain, the true
regularization loss of the classifier AŵS is almost the same
as the true regularization loss of the SVM’s classifier ŵS in
high domain. Again, we emphasize that we only use the projected classifier AŵS in the analysis. The compressed learning algorithm only uses SVM’s classifier in the measurement
domain.
The following lemma is the heart of our result, and connects the regularization loss of two classifiers, one in the data
domain, and one in the measurement domain. The classifier
in the data domain is the SVM’s classifier. So this lemma
states that if the SVM’s classifier in the data domain has good
performance, there exists a linear threshold classifier in the
measurement domain with high performance. Later we show
that this implies that the SVM’s classifier in the measurement
domain has performance, close to the best classifier in the
data domain.

Lemma 5.1 Let Am×n satisfy (2k, ǫ)-RIP. Also let
S = h(x1 , y1 ), · · · , (xM , yM )i
be the the training set of size M , where each example is sampled i.i.d from some distribution D in data domain. Let ŵS
be the soft-margin SVM’s trained on S, and AŵS be the vector in the measurement domain, obtained by projecting down
ŵS . Then
LD (AŵS ) ≤ LD (ŵS ) + O(CR2 ǫ).
Proof: By Theorem 2.1, the soft margin SVM’s classifier is
a linear combination of the support vectors
ŵS =

M
X

Proof: Theorem 2.1 implies that kŵS k2 ≤ C, also the soft
margin SVM’s classifier minimizes the empirical regularization loss. So
L̂S (ŵS ) ≤ L̂S (w∗ ).
Combining these with Theorem 5.2 completes the proof.

Remark 5.3 Although we used Theorem 5.2, we mention
that Corollary 1 can also be directly proved using the theory of Rademacher complexity [34].

αi yi xi ,

i=1

PM
where αi are positive numbers such that i=1 αi ≤ C. As a
result, using Theorem 4.4 with N = M , D = C, (x′i , yi′ ) =
(xi , yi ), we get:
(Aw)⊤ (Aw) ≤ w⊤ w + 3C 2 R2 ǫ.

Corollary 1 Let ŵS be the SVM’s classifier. Then with probability 1 − δ


C log(1/δ)
LD (ŵS ) ≤ LD (w∗ ) + O
.
M

(13)

Dividing both sides of Equation (13) by 2C implies:

1
1
kAŵS k2 ≤
kŵS k2 + O CR2 ǫ .
2C
2C
Now we show that

HD (AŵS ) ≤ HD (ŵS ) + O CR2 ǫ .

Fix (x, y) ∈ X . Theorem (4.4) with N = 1, D = 1,
(x′1 , y1 ) = (x, y) implies that:

2
(14)
1 − y(AŵS )⊤ (Ax) ≤ 1 − y ŵ⊤
S x + O CR ǫ
⊤
Now since 1 − y ŵ⊤
S x ≤ H(−y ŵ S x), and the right-hand
size of Equation (14) is always positive, we get:




2
HD −y(AŵS )⊤ (Ax) ≤ H −y ŵ⊤
S x + O CR ǫ
(15)
Now since the measurement matrix forms a one-to-one mapping from the data domain to the measurement domain, taking the expectation of Equation (15) with respect to D completes the proof.

Up to now, we have shown how smoothly the regularization loss of the SVM’s classifier ŵS changes with projection. Next we show that the regularization loss of the SVM’s
classifier ẑ AS in measurement domain is close to the regularization loss of AŵS ; and the regularization loss of the
SVM’s classifier ŵS in data domain is close to the regularization loss of the oracle best classifier w0 in data domain.
This completes our hybrid argument. We show this in the
query model, and using a recent result by Sridharan et. al
[33]:

Now we are ready to prove Theorem 2.1. This Theorem
is the main result of this paper, and states that by training the
SVM’s classifier in the measurement domain, one can obtain
accuracy close to the accuracy of the SVM’s classifier in the
data domain. Proof: By definition of the regularization loss
we have:
1
kẑ AS k2 = L(ẑ AS )
H(ẑ AS ) ≤ H(ẑ AS ) +
2C
Corollary 1 states that the regularization loss of the SVM’s
classifier in the measurement domain, is close to the regularization loss of the best classifier in the measurement domain
z∗.


C log(1/δ)
LD (ẑ AS ) ≤ LD (z ∗ ) + O
M
By definition of z ∗ , Equation (5), z ∗ is the best classifier in
the measurement domain. So
LD (z ∗ ) ≤ LD (AŵS )
Theorem (5.1) connects the regularization loss of the SVM’s
classifier in the data domain, ŵS , to the regularization loss
of its projected vector AŵS .
LD (AŵS ) ≤ LD (ŵS ) + O(CR2 ǫ)
Corollary (1), now applied in the data domain, connects the
regularization loss of the SVM’s classifier ŵS to the regularization loss of the best classifier w∗ .


C log(1/δ)
∗
LD (ŵS ) ≤ LD (w ) + O
M
By definition of w∗ (Equation (4)), for any classifier w, in
the data domain:
LD (w∗ ) ≤ LD (w)
In particular, let w0 be the good classifier in the query model,
with small true Hinge loss and large margin. Then

LD (w∗ ) ≤ LD (w0 )
Theorem 5.2 (Sridharan 2008 [33, 26]) For all w with kwk2 ≤
2C, with probability at least 1 − δ over training set:
Putting all inequalities together, we get:




i
h
C log(1/δ)
C log(1/δ)
1
LD (w)−LD (w∗ ) ≤ 2 L̂S (w) − L̂S (w∗ ) +O
kw0 k2 +O CR2 ǫ +
HD (ẑ AS ) ≤ HD (w0 )+
M
+
2C
M
(16)
(17)

Equation (17) is valid for any C. By choosing a C which
minimizes the Equation (17), we get:
s
!

1/δ )
log
(
||w0 ||2 R2 ǫ +
HD (ẑ AS ) ≤ HD (w0 )+O
M
(18)
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Table 1: Parameters involved in experiment
Parameter
n
k
d
u
err
D
s

Universality and Unknown Sparse Bases

Now, we focus on the more general case in which the data
is not sparse in the observed domain. However, there exists a possibly unknown basis such that data can be represented sparsely in that domain. A well-known example of
this case are images. It is known that images have sparse
representation in the wavelet domain [3]; however, there exists efficient compressed sensing hardware, single pixel camera [11], which can project the high resolution images from
the high dimensional pixel domain to the low dimensional
measurement domain. More precisely, now there exists an
orthonormal basis Ψ such that each instance can be represented as
x = Ψs,
where s is k-sparse. Consequently, the instance space XΨ
can be defined as XΨ = {(x, y)} such that
n

x ∈ R , x = Ψs, ksk0 ≤ k, ksk2 ≤ R, y ∈ {−1, 1}.
Note that since Ψ is orthonormal we have:
kxk2 = ksk2 .
Consequently, the measurement domain is
M = {(Ax, y)} = {(AΨs, y)} .
Let Φm×n = AΨ. Then the measurement domain can be
written as
M = {(Φx, y)} .
Hence, Φ maps the data from the sparse domain to the
measurement domain. Although, at measurement time, we
are not in the sparse domain, and we only deal with sensing matrix Ψ, at recovery time, Φ helps to recover the sparse
representation. In order to be able to recover the data successfully, Ψ should be known at recovery time. Generally it
is not possible to recover a signal without knowing the sparsity basis Ψ.
As a result, if we only care about classifying instances
and not recovering them, there is no need to know the sparsity basis Φ. We still use the Gaussian matrix A for measurement. However, in this case data domain is not sparse.
In compressed sensing, we measure the data with the sensing matrix A, then we recover a sparse representation of the
data with Φ, and next we transform back the data from the
sparse domain to the data domain using Ψ−1 . Consequently
Φ = AΨ maps the sparse domain to the measurement domain; hence, if Φ satisfies RIP, then an SVM’s classifier in
the measurement domain works well. Since Ψ is orthonormal, and entries of A are sampled iid form the Gaussian distribution, A and AΨ have the same distribution. Hence if we
sample A i.i.d from the normal distribution, with high probability AΨ satisfies the RIP property. In compressed learning,

Description
Data domain dimension.
sparsity level.
Number of measurements
a random unit vector
percentage of labels flipped
A random global distribution
Sample size

if we do not want to recover the data and only desire to classify the instance, we do not even need to know Ψ. We just
project the data to the measurement domain using the sensing matrix A and then run the SVM’s learning algorithm in
the measurement domain.
Therefore, compressed learning is universal with respect
to bases, the SVM’s classifier in the measurement domain
works almost as well as the best classifier in the data domain
provided that there exists some basis in which the instances
have a sparse representation.
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Experimental Results

In this section, we provide experimental results supporting
our theoretical contribution which indicates that compressed
learning is possible. In this paper, we just present simple synthesized experiments. A more detailed set of experiments,
investigating the impact of different parameters, a comparison with the other dimensionality reduction techniques, empirical results on high dimensional real datasets, and manifold learning results will be provided elsewhere. Table 1
shows the parameters involved in this experiment.
The generalization error of the classifier is measured by
sampling 2000 i.i.d instances according to D. Also, each experiment is repeated 10 times and errors are averaged. Distribution D is chosen randomly over the set of k-sparse ±1
vectors in Rn . vector u determined the label of each vector
x via y = sign(u⊤ x) then the label is permuted with some
probability according to err.
In this experiment, all of the parameters were fixed and
the SVM’s classifiers in the data and measurement domains
are examined in terms of their training and generalization
errors. The experiments were repeated 20 times, with n =
2000, k = 601, d = 800, s = 100, errRate = 0.0 . Figure 2
shows the histogram of the training error of the measurement
domain classifier. We can see that the training error is always
very small and on average it has training error 5%.
Figure 3 demonstrates the generalization error of the classifier. The plot is a scatter plot of the generalization error at
the data domain versus the generalization error at the measurement domain. Again, we can see that on average the
difference is less than 8%.
As we mentioned earlier, due to the lack of space, only an
elementary experimental result is provided. A more detailed
experimental result, investigating the impact of all compressed
learning parameters, comparing the method with the other
dimensionality reduction techniques, and more complete ex-

Training error at the measurement domain over 10 trials

Generalization error, 20 trials with n=2000, d=800, k=600
50
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Figure 2: Training error of SVM’s classifiers in data and
measurement domains versus the number of times the experiment repeated. All of the parameters were fixed at this experiment: n = 2000, k = 601, m = 800, s = 100, errRate =
0.0, and the experiment repeated 20 times. The data domain
classifier remains consistent with data.

planations will be provided elsewhere.
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Conclusion

In this paper we showed that in compressed sensing framework, learning in the measurement domain is possible. We
showed that a family of matrices widely used in compressed
sensing, which satisfy near isometry property, preserve the
learnability of the data set. We showed that the accuracy
of the soft margin
√ SVM’s classifier in measurement domain
is at most O( ǫ) worse than the accuracy of the classifier
in high dimensional space. However, learning in the compressed domain gains the benefits of compressed sensing,
and dimensionality reduction simultaneously. Two other family of matrices are also used in compressed sensing: expander graphs [35, 36] satisfying RIP with respect to ℓ1 norm,
and deterministic sensing matrices [37] satisfying statistical
RIP. Finding generalization error bounds when those matrices are used for compressed sensing, and investigating the
performance of other learning algorithms like boosting [38]
are the two future work in compressed learning. Using machine learning techniques for devising new adaptive sensing methods is the complementary of the compressed learning problem. Finally, performing more learning experiments
with novel applications of compressed sensing may be an interesting experimental future work.
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